Amiri Romae, 

Guests Feast On May 22

Although Latin is considered a dead language by many, the members of the Latin Club will prove this idea wrong as they host their annual Latin Banquet.

At the banquet, the “Romae” will dine in the Roman custom by sitting on the floor and dressed in Roman dress. They will be served chicken, garlic bread, fruit and assorted foods.

Each year first years and students sent by the Latin Club will serve the food to the students if they refuse to act as slaves.

No, he’s just helping Cookie because of the great need having enough temporary committees.

Although Latin is a dead language, it is the title of the program for the banquet.

The price for tickets is $2.25 for student or a member of Latin Club and $1.75 for Latin Club treasurer.

Japanese Decorations Set Stage

For Sayonara, 61 Senior Prom

Amid the swinging lanterns of the Japanese theme, the 1961 senior class will bid farewell while dancing to the melodies of Rob Eberhart and his Orchestra.

“Sayonara” is a Japanese farewell, the title of the Senior Dinner Dance to be presented on May 26 at Ballenger Field House at 6:15 P.M.

As one walks in the door, there will be a Japanese motif for the field house will be decorated entirely in a Japanese theme. The tables for the field house will be silhouettes which will give a feeling of being looking down into a Japanese valley.

The tables will have Japanese center pieces and a huge lantern will hang from the ceiling. The photos for the dance will be taken by Nicka Studio.

The program for the dinner will be as follows:

Inauguration...Hope Ashley Diner
General Chairman, Sue Gilliett Diner...
Sandy Pettis, Dancing...Rob Eberhart and Orchestra
Class Achivement...Faye Lawrence
Music...Faye Lawrence
Dance...Sandy Pettis
“Our Activities”...Jim Honeywell
“Robert Zoborsch...Our Future”...Ron McNeal
“Our Athletic Life”...Farr Lawrence
“Special Number”...Trio Farwell...Philip Verceo
“Mr. Seeneye in a Cage?”...No, he’s just helping Cookie Malone with the decorations for the Senior Prom... (Photo by Dave Bledsoe)

NEW OFFICERS OF THE STUDENT UNION. Grace Harris, secretary (left); Larry Piper, vice-president and Judy Cooper, treasurer, are meeting with the new Student Union president, John Siler to discuss the business which will be taken up next year. (Photo by David Bledsoe)

John Siler, as president will preside at the Student Council meetings, approve each temporary committee as business shall necessitate, call executive committee meetings, call special council meetings or cancel regular meetings, carry out all duties and procedures contained in the Student Council constitution, and see that all the decisions of the Student Council are faithfully executed.

Larry Piper, as vice-president, will assume all the duties of the president in the event of his absence or removal from office.

Next year’s secretary, Grace Harris, shall be responsible for taking attendance at and minutes of all council meetings, and will carry on such correspondence as be council shall direct and as business shall necessitate.

Judy Cooper, as Student Union treasurer, will serve as chairman of the Financial Committee and all officers along with the commission heads, class presidents and a faculty sponsor will make up the Executive Committee, the Student Council. This committee is chiefly concerned with the general policies of the Council.

The Council usually meets before each Student Council meeting to go over business that should be brought up before the Council.

At the end of the year, the present Student Union president as in recent years turns over his job to the newly-elected president at the last Council meeting. This custom will be carried out this year when John Siler will turn over the Stud Council office to John Siler.

T. Christenson Retires in May

Mrs. T. Christenson, on May 12, retired from her job as a secretary in Central’s main office. Before coming to Central in 1938, she acted as an executive secretary in a private business.

Mrs. Christenson was in charge of all of the secretaries in the office, served as Philip Veronica’s personal secretary, records all accounts, and kept Central in order.

Mr. Veronica stated, “Mrs. Christenson and I have worked together for 18 years and during this time she has proved remarkably efficient in her position above me many assignments. I have leaned heavily on her for advice and counsel and respect her wisdom and judgment. My interest will be felt for a long time to come, since you do not replace these qualities overnight.”

With her already retired husband taking time to spend her winters in Arizona, but keep her residence on Miller Road.

Mr. Nance Leavell, a 1938 graduate of Central, will step into Mrs. Christenson’s place. Miss Leavell has been working in our offices this semester.

Mrrs. Veronica stated, “Mrs. Christenson and I have worked together for 18 years and during this time she has proved remarkably efficient in her position above me many assignments. I have leaned heavily on her for advice and counsel and respect her wisdom and judgment. My interest will be felt for a long time to come, since you do not replace these qualities overnight.”

With her already retired husband taking time to spend her winters in Arizona, but keep her residence on Miller Road.

Mr. Nance Leavell, a 1938 graduate of Central, will step into Mrs. Christenson’s place. Miss Leavell has been working in our offices this semester.

Seeley To Bow Out

As Siler Heads SU

Students at Central High School elected their Student Union Officers for 1961-62 school year on May 3. These officers will be John Siler, president; Phil Floy, vice-president, Grace Harris, secretary; and Judy Cooper, treasurer. These people will be working together next year. They are the first year the executive committee will be on the student body.

John Siler, as president will preside at the Student Council meetings, approve each temporary committee as business shall necessitate, call executive committee meetings, call special council meetings or cancel regular meetings, carry out all duties and procedures contained in the Student Council constitution, and see that all the decisions of the Student Council are faithfully executed.

Larry Piper, as vice-president, will assume all the duties of the president in the event of his absence or removal from office.

Next year’s secretary, Grace Harris, shall be responsible for taking attendance at and minutes of all council meetings, and will carry on such correspondence as be council shall direct and as business shall necessitate.

Judy Cooper, as Student Union treasurer, will serve as chairman of the Financial Committee and all officers along with the commission heads, class presidents and a faculty sponsor will make up the Executive Committee, the Student Council. This committee is chiefly concerned with the general policies of the Council.

The Council usually meets before each Student Council meeting to go over business that should be brought up before the Council.

At the end of the year, the present Student Union president as in recent years turns over his job to the newly-elected president at the last Council meeting. This custom will be carried out this year when John Siler will turn over the Student Council office to John Siler.

Staffs Announce New Editors

At Annual Journalism Banquet

Heading the Arrow Head staff for the 1961-62 year will be the new “61 Senior Prom” which will be followed by the presentation of the new Arrow Head and Prospectus.

Advisors Miss Vernita Knight and Mrs. Helen Delbert then presented awards to the 60-61 editors. Wayne Alexander, promotions manager of the Flint Journal, presented John Siler with the Flint Journal Scholarship to M.S.U. for two weeks this summer. This was followed by remarks from Philip Veronica, principal.

The installation of the new officers followed the speakers. Wayne Alexander presented the new Quill and Scroll mem- 

Each of the three journalism students received an original skit. The banquet ended with a journalism song.

Jill Comins, secretary and Jim Mirgon Publicity...Jill Comins

NOW, it’s TIME FOR A CHANGE, because the present Arrow Head editors are graduating seniors. Jill Walcott, new managing editor, and Marya Wilhey, new editor-in-chief, look with Ann Mance Leavell, new managing editor, at the list of past editors and reporters. (Photo by David Bledsoe)
Decisions Delude Dollars!

It's a monstrous task! The thought of it puts a burden on your fun. "When can I get it over with?"

That monstrous task is homework. At this time of the year it's worse than ever, as teachers try to hurry the lines on the white boards into a proper finish, thus more text and assignments. That's worse in the lovely weather.

Many students have cottages or rooms out on the sand or rocks, which feel like doing homework? Daydreaming is the more appropriate job. For the majority who have no cottages or rooms out on the sand or rocks, there is golf, fishing (in the gulf or lake), or a little bit of running around. The room is either hotter, colder, wetter or worse.

Several suggestions have come up to solve the weather problem. One is to fly a weather balloon in the room and predict the weather accurately so that a staff member can come prepared. Another is to put in a swimming pool so that staff members can swim. The third suggestion is to release tension from the weather anxiety contracts with the warm from the inside, and if you don't have your own private tornado, it will be warm and nice. 

Hope follows the cold. I mean the way through. In the fall it's windy, in the winter it's cold and it often snows. When spring comes so do April and the showers. When summertime rolls around the days get warmer and the journalism room is no exception. In fact nine times out of ten the room is either hotter, colder, wetter or worse.
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School Planning
Active Program
During Summer

For students who would like to participate in recreational activities and classes, Mott Foundation will offer their annual summer program at Central this year. The Flint Journal will publish a supplement of their activities Monday, May 22.

A beginning girls’ judo class will be offered for the first time this summer. The instructor will be Dean Ludwig, a well known judo expert. Free play will be in the gymnasium every Thursday afternoon from 4:30-3:30. The track and field will be open Monday night directly after school, 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. to anyone who wishes to travel to the Flint Olympian Games.

There will be no fee charged for any of the following activities and classes.

The swim classes available in the summer session will be offered on a two week basis. The classes will take place daily for one hour with a $1.00 fee. The term will begin June 28, July 10, July 24, August 7, and August 21.

For high school boys, beginning intermediate and advanced swimming instruction will be available from 3:00 to 3:30. The same classes will meet for girls from 3:30 to 4:00 p.m.

An eight week boys and girls Junior Life-Saving class will take place every Monday from 6:00-6:30 p.m. beginning June 30. A Junior and Senior Life-Saving class will be offered every Monday from 8:00 to 8:30 p.m. Both of these classes have a two-dollar fee. A teenage free swim will take place every Wednesday beginning June 21 at 7:30 p.m.

“I REALLY ISN’T COMPLICATED,” relates Mrs. Sue Harmon as she explains the control panel at WFBE to juniors, Judy Werp and Miss Virginia Johnson, members of Central’s broadcasting class, as they prepare for “Operation Takeover.” (Photo by David Hedler)

2 Fair Winners Explain Exhibits at Wayne State

Two Central students, Peter Houk and Margaret MacVicar accompanied by Edward Bridge, biology teacher, represented Flint Central at the semi-annual meeting of the Michigan Junior Academy of Arts, Science, and Letters at Wayne University on Friday, April 29.

This day-long program was similar to the Flint Science Fair only it wasn’t as large. A portion of the day was devoted to reading research papers in which Margaret and Peter participated, presenting their papers and explaining their science fair projects.

The academy meets twice a year at various colleges and this year Wayne State University honored the program. Among the student representatives throughout the state, there were only three speakers and of these, two were Central students.

Recording secretary Sue Ann Tucker, senior, and Miss Central graduate Robert Batts provided the entertainment at the Attie Players’ May 3 banquet. They showed the different types of comedy, pantomime, sketches and juggling jokes. Bob is a former president of the club.

Chrysler Corporation presented a Plymouth engine, with a training kit, for use in the auto-mechanics classes at Central.

The engine, as well as identical engines which were given to Northern and Southwestern, was given through Victor L. George, Plymouth dealer. The value of the engine is approximately $1,300.

Charles Clark, auto shop teacher, says, “The engine will be very helpful in our auto shop for advanced students.”

Chrysler plans to offer automatic transmissions to the three high schools.

Students of the first year Spanish classes were happy when May 17 finally came.

Other guests were Spanish Club and the constant having to answer questions was over.

First year students had to answer questions from club members whenever they were asked, and it all had to be done in correct Spanish.

The students in second year Spanish presented a play that they had written in class at the banquet. The food at the banquet was all of Spanish origin.

The banquet was at the International Institute. All the serving was done by the pledging Spanish students, and the entire banquet was carried on in Spanish.
Water Wonderland Displays

H. Mott Boosts Michigan Week

Sitting behind a desk piled high with papers and books was a tall, middle-aged man who has dark brown hair streaked with gray. His brown eyes were set under his bushy, gray brows, as Harding does. "We have been talking about Michigan Week, related some of his views concerning the importance of Michigan Week.

"The purpose of the seven day event is to allow Michiganans to show their pride in Michigan, through its natural resources, educational opportunities, business prospects," stated Mr. Mott. Continuing, he explained that the program was designed to produce an image of Michigan, which would not only appeal to Michiganders but also to the outside world. Mr. Mott believed that Michigan Week progresses, people become more aware, and more attracted to the state. The celebration is to allow Michiganians north woods were most Indian descent. Indian folklore. The Michigan has a true Michigan spirit, many of the tall tales that are told of how all the lakes and rivers of Michigan are rather strange, what do you think of bears that breathe faint, and, if you did not faint, did you outlive those who did. The particular legend of a Michigan story says that the eagle on the silver colors. The logical place is to divide the state would be the upper and lower peninsulas, but the actual division takes place just north of Bay City. Below the Tri-City area, Bay City, Saginaw, and Midland, Michigan is a state of automobile, furniture, and hunting equipment manufacturers. That may be over simplified, but the vast area of woodslands in the northern half of the state.

Tall Tales Tell of Timber Times

If you think flying squirrels are other strange, what do you think of bears that breathe faint, and, if you did not faint, did you outlive those who did. The particular story of the fires began with the death of the bowlder canoe. Michigan Week observance is the recognition of a Michigan product of the year. It was suggested by Ed Philips and John Swanson, Mr. Phillips stated that the selection of the lumberjack for Michigan Week, that the Redstone missile tended to boost astronomical surplus, and in the future should to space be selected Michiganans would not be able to land on the moon. It would show that Michigan could take the lead in the Space Age as it did in the Automotive Age.

In a telegram to Governor John Swanson, Mr. Phillips stated that the selection of the lumberjack for Michigan Week, that the Redstone missile tended to boost astronomical surplus, and in the future should to space be selected Michiganans would not be able to land on the moon. It would show that Michigan could take the lead in the Space Age as it did in the Automotive Age.

Silhouettes

1 picture Michigan in silhouettes—Children playing.
   -Set off on a sand bar.
   -A man driving a horse buggy.
   -A man driving a horse buggy.
   -A man driving a horse buggy.
   -The sun rays variance caused by shadow, Michigan silhouettes its people, its land.

Mayor Molebs Speaks

Dear Students of Flint Central:

As Mayor of Flint I shall like to urge all citizens, especially young citizens, to observe Michigan Week.

A visit to your Flint City Commission on Monday evening, May 25, would be an excellent way to start the observance. At the Michigan Week observance, Mayor Molebs, will be visiting after having spent the day touring our city.

Other events of special interest to students would be Thursday, which is Education Day, and all students interested in the various activities of Flint Week.

Saturday is Youth Day and certainly the city of Flint and the State of Michigan look to the young people as well. In quantity. Many remaining of its colorful history provide a great attraction.

These pictures of facts about Michigan and the real people are difficult to convey, so we add these facts and reasons together, with an extremely pretty good story.

-Lois Lively

Michigan-Made Missile Moves Man

One old Indian story says that the eagle on the silver dollar is there out of respect for the Indian tales which represented an Indian flying eagle. He represented the Wright brothers by a number of years.

On one occasion a prisoner of war in a camp in which the Indians had an Indian. One time in a tavern in Montague, Michigan, a lumberjack famous as Indian, Mr. Dicken said a prayer and the Indians and the other prisoners claimed to be able to stop the hanging of a man, who was hanging by the mouth of a man, they claimed to be able to turn the pendant hanging into a tree trunk. He said it never failed. All the prisoners look quite a breed of men themselves. It was said that the lumberjack was the most independent man on earth.

Paul Junyan was one of the first men of the lumber kingdom. There was also big Eric Ericson. He became a prisoner of war in a camp near Marquette. They called him "Modern" because he got his gun up so early in the morning that they did most of their lumbering by moonlight. He swore that one of his men asked for a Saturday off so he could find out what the woods looked like in the daytime. Storytelling has been a part of all civilizations as far back as the dawn of time, and ours is no exception. The Indian legends from Michigan are famous as storytellers and common to the ears of listeners all over the United States.

"BOTTOMS UP" seems to be the theme of these ducks. They may be in training for the fall hunting season although their oystich technique doesn't seem too practical. (Photo by David Binder)

Wildlife Provides Sport

Michigan may be under one state government, but it is actually divided into two distinct sections. The logical place to divide the state would be the upper and lower peninsulas, but the actual division takes place just north of Bay City.

Below the Tri-City area, Bay City, Saginaw, and Midland, Michigan is a state of automobile, furniture, and hunting equipment manufacturers. That may be over simplified, but the vast area of woodslands in the northern half of the state.

In late fall, after the strain of the work week, an exodus of hunters heads for deer country. Often it sounds as if more hunters are being killed than deer. Yet the sport is the freest relaxation to thousands.

State lands provide easy access to land abounding in deer, pheasant, ducks, rabbits and bear by the city dwellers turn wed woodmen.

"Twenty-two state and five national forests, and seventy-one state parks provide camp grounds for the hunters and in many cases, hunting grounds as well. Flight of geese and ducks migrate each fall from Canadian breeding grounds to the warm Gulf Coast, and Michigan hunters take advantage of this to place blinds in strategic positions.

Camouflaged most of the ducks, the whole nation supplies the hunters, and Michi gan supply the tern and bad weather necessary to make the ducks come within range.

-Charles Beim

BAUL BUNAN is one of the more famous characters in Michigan folklore. The origin of these stories was usually lumbermen around the camp fire. (Illustration by Lois Lively)

Tourists Find Our Michigan Really Great

Why do people like to spend their vacations in Michigan? That’s a question for thought, but answers come readily and naturally.

The state has a humid continental climate which brings cool summers and cold winters. This makes Michiganians don't broil in summer, and really don't freeze in the winter, but have the benefits of both sports.

Rain is plentiful, to 40 inches per year, to keep the golf courses a luxurious green.

There are 6,371,766 natives to see their vacations on the 11,914 square miles of inland lakes, and they range in size from six to 2 to 2 people per square mile to over 250. The lakes make the total area of this state 58,216 square miles. A great number 22.

Some of the main tourist attractions in Michigan are the Lake Royal, a national park or Lake Superior, Mackinac Island, for those who like to motor boats and bicycles are also able to enjoy another Eldon Mackinac Bridge, spanning the Straits of Mackinac historic structures. Mackinac is one of two peninsulas in the largest single lake of our country.

The lakes provide swimming, boating, fishing, and water skiing. The hilly terrain to the north is the sport of skiing one of the most popular in Michigan. Ice skating is often heard about in the great lakes. The frozen surface is one of the earliest French settlements in America, and has flown under four different flags since that time. Many remaining of its colorful history provide a great attraction.

The pictures of things about Michigan and the real people are difficult to convey, so we add these facts and reasons together, with an extremely pretty good story.

-Lois Lively

Displays

Michigan-Made Missile Moves Man

It was suggested by Ed Philips and John Swanson, Mr. Phillips stated that the selection of the lumberjack for Michigan Week, that the Redstone missile tended to boost astronomical surplus, and in the future should to space be selected Michiganans would not be able to land on the moon. It would show that Michigan could take the lead in the Space Age as it did in the Automotive Age.
Many Faces in Mich. Week

Pawatominis Chart Routes For X-Ways

Against all popular opinion, I feel that the Indians are basically responsible for the super highway system.

Early Michigan woodsmen started the web of modern-day highways which reach out to automobiles, but the fact remains that these trails were just expanded into approximately 86,000 miles of expressways.

What would an Indian, any Indian, a Potawatomi Indian do, if he returned to look upon the results of the hikes that he and his friends took through the forests of Michigan? Perhaps he would look upon the old trail which was romantically called the Potawatomi Trail which now exists under the more familiar, but less poetic name of US-12. He may also be shocked to find this true of the old trail over US-10.

The Indians started it all! I admit that originally these trails were just 12 to 18 inches wide, and that they couldn’t help the advancement of modern automobiles, but the fact remains that these expressways that now sprawl across the hills, and expressways.

We will wonder, our great future; for it has natural beauty, and we are lost.

No one can question the clover-leaves in the waters of Michigan, the water which I think is unfounded. The major issue under my appreciation to the State of Michigan. In recent visits his way the Michigan has reached the god-like peninsulas. It is still surrounded on six sides and leaving these god-like peninsulas.

You name it and ten to one it swims in the waters of Michigan. From the Ohio-Michigan border to frigid Lake Superior is a lovely form of life and confusing the crete, with the highest intelligence, man, supposedly.

Not even Michigan’s nastiest weather can keep the fishermen at home. In fact, they, unlike some humans, seem to enjoy the cold rain and the gusty winds, and don’t even stop fishing when the ice is two feet thick on the lakes.

Michigan offers fishermen everything they need, weather, water, and fish, and every year thousands of anglers take advantage of the state’s fishing opportunities.

No one can question Michigan’s fish population, although it is an admitted fact that Michigan is not blessed with a large number of sea creatures needed for eating and leaving these god-like peninsulas.

The lack of size can be made up for in numbers. However, the perch limit in Michigan Lakes is 50 per person, so she is not of much importance.

Michigan’s Conservation Department is the liberal spread of streams with trout making lively, often small ones, easy to find.

In the past two years Sports Afield has named the “Vice President” Bass Lakes in the Country.”

The Great Lakes add 28,000 square miles to Michigan fishable waters and it is not necessary to have a Michigan license to fish in Lakes Huron, Michigan, Superior and St. Clair.

Chuck Belden

Fishermen Flock To Mich. Shores

Enjoying One of Michigan’s 11,000 lakes, some boaters and a young fishermen take their leisure time in Michigan’s great outdoors. It is obvious why fishing is one of Michigan’s most enjoyed sports. (Photo by David Rieder)

Sports Events Serve Public

It was true that the University of Michigan joined others in establishing the first institutions of higher education in the United States. Among them was the Michigan Agricultural College.

To a bulletin published by the Department of Public Instruction, U. of M. is listed among the top six universities in the country.

Fenton Light Guard

Aids Yankee Cause

By James Harvey

Michigan’s Eighth Regiment went to war in the summer and fall of 1861. Col. William M. Benton of Flint, who had been promoted from the Seventy-seventh Infantry, was its organizer and commanding officer. Over a dozen Michigan units were organized as a whole for the Union’s service. This was done to supply the Union Army with trained soldiers.

Michigan was the first state to assure each child the right to a tax-paid education.

Education Key to Tomorrow

Our Michigan educational system’s being so rich in heritage gives us — parents, students, teachers — a mighty reason to be proud of our state and its citizens.

Many of the Northwest Ordinances, 1787, were the basis of the attitude with which our educational system was founded and by which it grew — "Religion, morality, and knowledge of good and evil."

The University of Michigan, which was responsible for the organization of higher education, was founded and is now regarded as the “Mother of State Universities” because of the leadership it has given in the growth of state-supported colleges.

Other important goals in the educational history of Michigan were the founding of the Michigan State University, the first agricultural college in America, and Eastern Michigan University, the first normal college west of the Alleghenies.

Michigan, through the development of institutions of higher education is the first state to assure each child the right to a tax-paid public school education.

Michigan has aided the State of Michigan to develop into the great nation it is today. We are proud to be a Michigander, for Michigan is going places.

— A True Michigander.
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Michigan has aided the State of Michigan to develop into the great nation it is today. We are proud to be a Michigander, for Michigan is going places.

— A True Michigander.

Fenton Light Guard
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By James Harvey
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Two Teams To Prepare For Disaster

If Flint were ever involved in a disaster, Flint Central High School would have two disaster teams that would go into immediate action.

All of the members of these two teams had training. This training took place last year when Mrs. Evelyn Pay from the Red Cross chapter conducted a meeting every other week at the time of the regular student council meeting.

The two teams, which will be composed of about 25 members, do not have regular meetings, the exception being a practice run about once a year. They are divided into teams as to where each member lives, the Flint River being the dividing line because most cases of disaster would make crossing the river impossible. The two captains of the teams are John S. H. and Larry Tucker, senior.

The two teams are trained and waiting in case of a disaster and they would do such things as chauffeuring, distributing food and operating a short wave radio, if they were trained to do so.

Dick Livesay, a senior, will be one of ten people in a group representing American Youth Hostels touring southwestern Europe this summer by bicycle. They plan to travel about thirty miles a day. (Photo by David Riedler)

Cycling With Hostelers

Senior To Tour Europe

England, to France, to Switzerland, to Italy, and back to France again on a bicycle sounds like quite a trip. Dick Livesay, Central senior, will pedal from June 27 to August 29 along with about nine other students of the American Youth Hostels.

Dick will travel an average of 30 miles a day on his French Rocket with eight speed gears which enable him to ride between 15 and 40 miles per hour maximum.

The student travelers will stay in hostels or small hotels remade or specially built for bike riders, horseback riders, and hikers. The cost per night varies from 35 cents to $1.25 and each hostel has houseparents.

Some of the cities Dick and his group will visit are: London, Geneva, Bern, Milan, Venice, Rome, Naples, Florence and Paris. The students will travel to London and back to U.S. by airplane and the longer distances on land by train.

The group will stay in the monastery of Assisi, Italy and in a ski chalet in Chamonix, France.
Indian Golfers Grab Regionals

On the fairways and greens of Swartz Creek Golf Course the Tribe's four man team, Dick McMillan, Dick Monroe, Gary Latimore, and Jerry Howard, laid out a 284 score to win the regional championship.

McMillan cracked a 76, Monroe and Latimore 78 each, and Howard hit 92 as Coach Bob Alick's Indians slid by Southwestern 336, Port Huron 344, Oceana 345, and Bay City Hand y 346. Last year's champions from Midland tied with Saginaw Arthur Hill for sixth place at 346.

Although the Tribe's greens team shot its best score of the season, 404, they lost to Pontiac by one point to crop the Indians into a tie with Southwestern for the Saginaw Valley championship. Latimore shot a 76, Monroe a 77, McMillan 78, Howard an 84, and Hugh Parker an 89 to best Midland on strokes. Both Central and Southwestern finished with 741 records. Saginaw Arthur Hill was third for the season with a 622 record and Midland fourth with a 53 standing.

Central will go to the state finals at Grand Rapids May 20.

Dick Monroe and Gary Latimore combined two 78's to lead Tribe golfers to the city championship over Southwestern and Northern, May 15. In the three meets score is based on a system of one point for each individual win.

Central bounced back from a bad year in '60 to a 71 record for a tie for the Valley Championship, the city champs title, and the Valley Championship. The three team scores for the four meet series was Central 91 points, Southwestern 184, and Northern 214.

Dick McMillan carded an 88, Jerry Howard an 88, and Chuck Becker an 88 to give Central a 413 total.

Monroe, McMillan, and Latimore as Coach Alick's top three men will compete in the state tournament Saturday, May 23.

EXAMINING THE WOOD with which he has fired many timely victories, is senior Gary Latimore, one of the key men on the golf team. Robert Alick, golf coach, points out that the driver is a club, the more spin on a ball which in turns gives a better shot. Central is now tied for first place in the Valley with Southwestern. (Photo by David Blider)

S.V.C. Meet Park Tribe In 4th Place

It was an almost exclusive Flint show Saturday, May 5, at Arthur Hill as Central finished fourth in the Saginaw Valley Conference track championship.

Northern High finished first with 42 points which ousted Southwestern 40 1/2, and gave the Vikings their fourth title in the last five years.

The Indians placed fourth with 31 points behind Saginaw High's 37 3/4. The three Flint schools accounted for first places in 12 of 15 events. Two of three meet records were created by Central.

Southwestern and Central each took four firsts. The Indians' best efforts were John Shaw in the half mile, as he knocked 12 seconds from the record, recording at 1:58.3, the fastest time ever recorded in the 800 by a Flint runner.

Earlier in the meet, Shaw ran the lead off leg of the mile relay team, with Mike Burris, David Breiden, and Bob Deene completed a 3: 54.40 clocking which set the meet standard.

Deene came back to win the mile in 4:16, his best time outdoors. Pole vaulter John Bourke also posted a victory with his best effort for the season, 11 feet, 7 inches.

Other point-getters for Central were Norm Alexander with a third in the shot put, Bob Barnett, fourth in the javelin, Mary Mallory, fourth in the 110 low hurdles, Barry Potter, third in the mile, and Curt Jones, held well by David Blider, leading1 harvest with his 56 points which In turn gives a better shot. Central is now tied for first place in the Valley with Southwestern. (Photo by David Blider)

The game was called after the end of nine innings and didn't go into extra innings because of darkness.

On May 4, the players defeated St. John Vianney 8-7. In this game Central was behind 7-2. At the top of the seventh inning they gained the two runs that gave them victory. Bob Langenau was the winning pitcher.

Arthur Hill was downed 14-3 on May 8. All 21 members of the Tribe team participated in this game that was called at the end of the 6th inning because of the time limit. The leading hitters in this game were Jerry Robertson, Don Omatad, Dick Shub, and Bob Langenau. Robertson had 3 hits for 5 trips to the plate. Shub, Omatad, and Langenau were each 3 for 4.

The team now has a 4 and 0 record for the season.

The leading batters for the season are: Jerry Robertson, Bob Langenau, Hill Chilcott, Jerry Kuhleit, Robertson is batting .611, Langenau, Chilcott, and Kuhleit are batting over .300.
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In their Saginaw Valley Conference opener, against Bay City Central, the Tribe dropped its first game of the season by a score of 7-5. Both teams had two home runs apiece, however the difference was that the Tribe's two blasts came with the bases empty while Bay City's came with one and two men on, respectively.

Jim Copeland and Lionel Wells hit the Indians' two home runs. Copeland, the Tribe's leadoff man, and pitcher Bob Crampton hit Bay City's. Each team collected seven hits with Bay City making one error. The Tribe used up only two bases on balls. The Tribe made two errors and gave up seven hits. The Indians' second defeat came Monday, May 8 against Saginaw Arthur Hill. The Tribe took a 2-0 lead into the seventh inning, but their only errors and two bases on balls and two hits gave the Tribe its second Saginaw Valley Conference loss.

Central broke a scoreless tie in the fifth inning when Steve Bowyer singled, advanced to score Lang for a 1-0 lead. Jim Larr singled and scored on Jim Fen's ground ball. Hill's shortstop threw away the third. In the sixth, Lionel Wells tripled and scored on Howard Wallwey's single. The Tribe out hit Arthur Hill 5-3 but came up with only one error for Arthur Hill's first three.

The Tribe lost its third game in a row, Wednesday, May 10, against Midland. The Indians collected only five hits compared to Midland's nine. The Tribe had three baseball runs apiece in the first inning when Steve Bowyer singled, Jim Copeland walked and Ron Rau singled. Copeland hit his third home run of the year in giving the Indians their third and final run. Behind the pitching of Denny Lang, the Tribe won its first city series game by besting previously unbeaten South's 7-4.

Lang fired a three-hitter while striking out nine and walking seven. Mike McFee, Bowyer added a hit apiece. The Tribe's three runs came in the fifth inning when Paul Matz hit a two-run, and Jim Copeland doubled and scored on Rau's single. Jim Larr singled and走ed to score Lang for a 1-0 lead. Jim Fen singled with two outs, and Lang doubled. Lang scored on an overthrow at third. The Tribe led to end of the fifth.

Southwestern tied it up in two runs as to Arthur Hill's fifth on three Tribe errors, a walk, and a single. In the sixth, the Indians went ahead on Howard Walkwey's single, a wild pitch, an infield fly, and scored on Lang's fly ball which was dropped. The Tribe got its more runs in the seventh. Walks to Jerry Foskner, and Bowyer, a single by Copeland and a walk to Ron Rau. Jim Fenner scored the first run.

McFee was then relieved by Bob Reed in lieu of a hit. Reed pitched a no hitter against Northern. After he had struck out two Jim Fen hit an infield ground and slid in safely on scoring Bowyer which eventually was the winning run. This gave the Indians a 7-4 lead. Southwestern came up in the seventh and the seventh but was 4-6, 6-3.

In doubles, Ken Larr and Paul Matz teamed to fire a 6-2, 6-0 victory. Jerry Wingearden and Dave Roerer combined to drop their game, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.

In their home game, the Tribe also easily defeated a weak Bay City Handy team 6-3 on May 11. In singles matches, Alan Baker, Jim Lau and Rick Moore won decisive victories. Both doubles teams, composed of Ken Larrson, Paul Matz, and Stu Other, Dave Roerer, also won.

In doubles, Ken Larrson and Paul Matz teamed to grab a 62, 60 victory. Jerry Wingearden and Dave Roerer combined to drop their game, 3-6, 6-4.

On their home court, the Tribe easily defeated a weak Bay City Handy team 6-3 on May 11. In singles matches, Alan Baker, Jim Lau and Rick Moore won decisive victories. Both doubles teams, composed of Ken Larrson, Paul Matz, and Stu Other, Dave Roerer, also won.

In doubles, Ken Larrson and Paul Matz teamed to fire a 62, 60 victory. Jerry Wingearden and Dave Roerer combined to drop their game, 3-6, 6-4, 6-3.

In singles, Ken Kiem lost 6-2, 6-3; Ron Hamilton lost 6-2, 6-4; Jim Larr lost 60, 6-2; and Rick Moore won 6-4, 6-4. Both doubles teams lost.

On their home court, the Tribe was able to overcome a singles deficit of 4-1, even though they capped both doubles matches. Ken Kiem and Ken Williams, Steve Bowyer and Mike McFee, Jim Larr and John M. Matz, all had wronged the Indians. After a heart break in the 8th inning, the Indians lost 4-3 to Bay City Central on Wednesday, May 8.

In doubles, Ken Kiem and Paul Matz teamed to fire a 6-2, 6-0 victory. Jerry Wingearden and Dave Roerer combined to drop their game, 3-6, 6-4.

In singles matches, Alan Baker, Jim Lau and Rick Moore won decisive victories. Both doubles teams, composed of Ken Larrsop, Paul Matz, and Stu Other, Dave Roerer, also won.
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